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Ten Scales of Cities and Water
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Humans have built and governed
with- and against water since
they began building cities, but the
interaction could be more efficient
and beneficial.
Micro: River Urbanity
Historically, when a city met
a small stream, that stream
was buried in a culvert and
development was placed on top.
In suburbs like those around State
College, mandatory open space
requirements are often fulfilled
with marginal land on the edges
of property near streams. This
leads to more sprawl—impacting
more small streams. And streams
still are not viewed as amenities,
often abutted by the backs of
strip mall developments. As Slab
Cabin Run travels under Atherton
St between University Dr and
Branch Rd, new dense, mixeduse, walkable development could
face riverwalks along the stream.
Future dense development could
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expand from this site to replace
most or all existing sprawling
development nearby.
Macro: Watercity Regions
Borders between jurisdictions
would often be more efficient if
they followed existing watershed
and development boundaries,
rather than historical lines on a
map. Small watersheds could
be grouped into regions and
megaregions based on propensity
scores. These regions would be
better able to coordinate cities
and natural resources, because
their borders would be on the
natural boundaries between
urban areas and water bodies. This
will become increasingly important
as climate change threatens
freshwater resources more and
more—groundwater and aquifer
recharge zones are generally
slightly offset from but reasonably
similar to watershed boundaries.
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Municipalities could also be
replaced by unified urban area
governments following urban
growth or public sewer boundaries

